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and why should we care ?
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What is flavour physics?

4

The concept of ‘flavour’ in particle physics relates to the existence of 

different families of quarks*, and how they couple to each other

i.e. 6 known flavours of quark, grouped into 3 generations

Open questions:

These mysteries make the ‘flavour sector’ of the Standard Model of great interest. 

• why 3 generations ?

• why do the quarks exhibit this 

striking hierarchy in mass ?

No answer yet  !

These values (i.e. ‘3’ & 

the masses) are free 

parameters of the SM

Not to linear scale !

mass in MeV/c2

* the concept of flavour extends 

to the lepton sector too
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By the way, we must study hadrons, not quarks
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The nature of the strong force does not allow quarks to exist in isolation.  Rather

they must be bound together in hadrons, e.g. baryons (q1q2q3) or mesons (q1q2).

u d

π+

s d

K0

c u

D0

b d

B0

pion kaon D meson B meson

irritating, but important

notation for today’s discussion,

i.e. that D mesons contain c (charm) quarks



In the Standard Model quarks can only change flavour through emission of a 

W  boson (i.e. weak force). For example a t quark can decay into a b, s or d quark:

But these decays are not equally likely.  At the amplitude level they are weighted

by factors that are elements of the Cabibbo-Kobyashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix, and

these factors vary dramatically – here is another hierarchy we don’t understand !

These elements of the CKM matrix are 

also fundamental parameters of the 

Standard Model. Why they have 

these values is another great mystery.

=

6

Flavour and the CKM matrix



Parameters of the Standard Model
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• 3 gauge couplings

• 2 Higgs parameters

• strong CP parameter θ

• 6 quark masses

• 3 quark mixing angles + 1 phase  [i.e. CKM matrix]

• 3 (+3) lepton masses

• (3 lepton mixing angles + 1 phase   [i.e. PMNS matrix])

() = with Dirac neutrino masses



Parameters of the Standard Model
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• 3 gauge couplings

• 2 Higgs parameters

• strong CP parameter θ

• 6 quark masses

• 3 quark mixing angles + 1 phase  [i.e. CKM matrix]

• 3 (+3) lepton masses

• (3 lepton mixing angles + 1 phase   [i.e. PMNS matrix])

() = with Dirac neutrino masses

These are all flavour parameters !



Parameters of the Standard Model
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• 3 gauge couplings

• 2 Higgs parameters

• strong CP parameter θ

• 6 quark masses

• 3 quark mixing angles + 1 phase  [i.e. CKM matrix]

• 3 (+3) lepton masses

• (3 lepton mixing angles + 1 phase   [i.e. PMNS matrix])

() = with Dirac neutrino masses

This is of particular relevance…



CP violation (CPV) → difference in behaviour between matter and anti-matter.

A recent example from LHCb - look at B meson decaying into a pion & two kaons… 

…the decay probabilities are manifestly different for B- & B+ ! In the Standard Model 

CPV is accommodated, but not explained, by an imaginary phase in the CKM matrix. 

CP violation

B- B+

signal

decays

background
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1408.5373


Cosmological connections ?
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As first pointed out by Andrei Sakharov, CP-violation is one

requirement for explaining baryogenesis – the process that took 

us from the equal amounts of matter and anti-matter produced 

in the Big Bang, to the matter dominated universe of today

The problem is that the CP-violation that

appears in the Standard Model, is woefully 

inadequate to explain the matter-antimatter 

asymmetry we have today.

This is a big problem with the Standard Model !  

More & better measurements 

may point a way forward.
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The Standard Model (SM) cannot be a final theory

We have already encountered the following shortcomings:

And there are plenty of others, for example:

More ambitious theories (e.g. supersymmetry or SUSY) can solve at least some of 

these problems.  They generally predict new particles or effects outside the SM.   

Finding these effects is the goal of the LHC & many other present/planned facilities !

Problems with the Standard Model

12

• No explanation for baryogenesis

• No explanation for the quark or CKM hierarchy

• No real explanation for CP violation, and 

why it is only found in the weak interaction.

• No explanation for dark matter or dark energy

• No explanation for neutrino masses

• Gravity not included 

• No explanation for why the Higgs boson has the mass it does

(left to itself the theory would make it much, much heavier)
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Breaching the walls of the Standard Model 

The HEP community is searching for ‘New Physics’ - to find this we need to penetrate 

the walls of the Standard Model fortress. There are two strategies used in this search.

Both methods are powerful. Flavour physics follows the ‘indirect’ approach.

Direct 

Make precise measurements of 

processes in which New Physics 

particles enter through ‘virtual loops’

Use the high energy of, e.g. the 

LHC to produce the New Physics

particles, which we then detect

Indirect 

13



Indirect measurements –

an established tradition in science
Eratosthenes was able to determine 

the circumference  of the earth 

using indirect means…
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Indirect measurements –

an established tradition in science
Eratosthenes was able to determine 

the circumference  of the earth 

using indirect means…

…around 2.2 thousand years

prior to the direct observation.
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Indirect measurements –

an established tradition in science
Eratosthenes was able to determine 

the circumference  of the earth 

using indirect means…

…around 2.2 thousand years

prior to the direct observation.
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In flavour physics the guiding principle is to probe processes where

loop diagrams are important, as here non-SM particles may contribute

(but as we will see, tree-mediated decays also have their role to play)
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Indirect search           Precise measurements of low energy phenomena  

principle                     tells us about unknown physics at energies far

beyond direct searches (~104 TeV in some cases)



Indirect measurements –

an established tradition in science
Eratosthenes was able to determine 

the circumference  of the earth 

using indirect means…

…around 2.2 thousand years

prior to the direct observation.
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In flavour physics the guiding principle is to probe processes where

loop diagrams are important, as here non-SM particles may contribute

(but as we will see, tree-mediated decays also have their role to play).

Indirect search           Precise measurements of low energy phenomena  

principle                     tells us about unknown physics at energies far

beyond direct searches (~104 TeV in some cases)

?

? ?

?

?? ?
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CP violation –

a closer look
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Events of 1964

Nelson Mandela sentenced 

to life imprisonment

Cassius Clay

becomes 

heavyweight

champion 

of the world

Martin Luther King Jnr.

wins Nobel Peace Prize

Change of face 

in the Kremlin
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Nelson Mandela sentenced 

to life imprisonment

Cassius Clay

becomes 

heavyweight

champion 

of the world

Martin Luther King Jnr.

wins Nobel Peace Prize

Change of face 

in the Kremlin
Discovery of CP violation (in kaon decays)

Nobel Prize for physics in 1980
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Discovery of CP violation
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Final state is CP even, whereas initial state (one of two neutral-kaon mass 

eigenstates) had been assumed to be purely CP odd. A great surprise, following 

discovery of parity violation which had only taken place 8 years previously.



CP violation and the CKM matrix
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As stated, within the SM, CPV is accommodated, but not really explained, by a 

single imaginary phase in the quark mixing (Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa) matrix.

Four independent parameters in total, one 

of which enters as imaginary part of certain 

elements  (here shown in the so-called 

Wolfenstein representation [PRL 51 (1983) 1945]).

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.51.1945


On the amplitude of a given process (here a BsK+p- decay) a CP 

transformation changes the sign of the phase due to weak interactions 

(related to the CKM phase), leaving the strong-interaction phase unchanged.

23

How to see the imaginary phase

A=reideiq A=re-ideiqCP
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As the rate of the two processes is obtained by taking the absolute square of 

the amplitudes, since |A|2 - |A|2 = 0 the number of decays to K+p-,

considering these amplitudes alone, is identical to that of those to K-p+.

A=reideiq A=re-ideiqCP

→ no rate asymmetry is observable.
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A1=r1eid1eiq1 CP A1=r1e-id1eiq1

A2=r2eid2eiq2 CP A2=r2e-id2eiq2

How to see the imaginary phase



Now the situation looks different

This differs from zero if weak phase differ d1≠d2 and the 

strong phases differ q1≠q2

→ the rate asymmetry becomes observable!

This is a typical effect of quantum interference, where one has two paths

with amplitudes of different phases and it is impossible to know which 

of the two paths the system has been following to reach the final state.

26

|A1+A2|
2 - |A1+A2|

2 = 4r1r2 sin(d1 – d2) sin(q1 – q2) 

→ CPV requires a process involving (at least) two amplitudes.

How to see the imaginary phase



Now the situation looks different

This differs from zero if weak phase differ d1≠d2 and the 

strong phases differ q1≠q2

→ the rate asymmetry becomes observable!

This is a typical effect of quantum interference, where one has two paths

with amplitudes of different phases and it is impossible to know which 

of the two paths the system has been following to reach the final state.
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|A1+A2|
2 - |A1+A2|

2 = 4r1r2 sin(d1 – d2) sin(q1 – q2) 

→ CPV requires a process involving (at least) two amplitudes.

How to see the imaginary phase

It is possible that for certain processes there are additional amplitudes,

involving New Physics particles, with their own CP-violating phases.

This will bring further interference & change effect w.r.t. SM expectation !



CP violation and the CKM matrix
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As stated, within the SM, CPV is accommodated, but not really explained, by a 

single imaginary phase in the quark mixing (Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa) matrix.

Further experimental progress to check this paradigm was difficult in the kaon

system.  Effects are small, & theoretical predictions are complicated by

hadronic corrections.  These problems, in general, do not exist with beauty hadrons.  

Precise studies of CPV in beauty hadrons became feasible early this century.

Four independent parameters in total, one 

of which enters as imaginary part of certain 

elements  (here shown in the so-called 

Wolfenstein representation [PRL 51 (1983) 1945]).

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.51.1945


PEP-II

BaBar~3 km circumference

Tsukuba 

KEKB
Belle

~2.2 km circumference

8 GeV e- x 3.5 GeV e+ 9 GeV e- x 3.1 GeV e+

SLAC

Previous generation of e+e- accelerators could produce ~tens of bb pairs / 

day, KEKB & PEP-II were capable of producing ~one million bb pairs / day.

29

e+e- asymmetric B-factories
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http://kekb.jp/
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2001 - dawn of modern flavour physics

We can date the start of modern CPV studies to the 2001 measurements of the 

CP-violating asymmetry in B0→J/ψK0 decays by the BaBar and Belle experiments.  

The interfering amplitudes:

(Here the left diagram allows for so-called flavour oscillations, which gives a CP

asymmetry that varies with decay time, not just an overall difference in decay rates.)

B0

(or B0 )
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2001 - dawn of modern flavour physics

[BaBar, PRL 86 (2001) 2515] [Belle, PRL 86 (2001) 2509]

We can date the start of modern CPV studies to the 2001 measurements of the 

CP-violating asymmetry in B0→J/ψK0 decays by the BaBar and Belle experiments.  

These studies, when improved with larger samples, confirmed the CKM paradigm 

as the dominant mechanism of CP violation in nature  (→ 2008 Nobel Prize),

and also opened up a rich and wide spectrum of complementary measurements.

2008

Nobel

Prize

J/ψKS

J/ψKL

J/ψKS + 

CP-flipped J/ψKL

https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0102030
https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0102018


CP violation: the first 50 years

32
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LHCb: a dedicated 

experiment for flavour

physics at the LHC 
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LHCb – a flavour physics 

experiment at the LHC

A collaboration of ~1400 members from 81 institutes in 19 countries

An experiment to search for physics beyond the Standard Model, through 

flavour studies of particles containing beauty (b) and charm (c) quarks.



ATLAS

CMS

ALICE

LHCb

35



Optimal geometry

It must be able to reconstruct the ‘decay 

chain’ of the beauty/charm hadron.

Not every collision contains a b/c-hadron, & not all b/c-hadron decays are of 

interest.  We need to ‘trigger’ quickly on the collisions we care about & record them.

At LHC b and c-hadrons are

produced predominantly

at low angles to beamline.

Hence a ‘forward’, rather than, ‘central’ detector geometry is desirable.

Three requirements for an LHC flavour experiment

36

p p

We don’t see the b/c-hadron, which travels 

for only a few mm before decaying.  But we 

can detect the daughter particles from the 

decay, and from these ‘re-build’ the parent 

hadron.  We need to know what these 

daughter particles are, and where they come from. 

Φ

K+

K-

μ+

μ-

Bs

build

detector

here

An example 

decay chain 

for a Bs meson
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LHCb – a forward spectrometer 

for flavour physics
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LHCb – a forward spectrometer 

for flavour physics

38

The VELO is a silicon

detector around the 

interaction point.

It approaches within 8 mm of the 

beamline and reconstructs the 

b/c-hadron decay vertex precisely.

One-half of the VELO

under construction

A reconstructed b-hadron decay vertex

~1.5 cm



LHCb – a forward spectrometer 

for flavour physics

39

Two ‘RICH’ detectors detect Cherenkov radiation.

the angle at which this is emitted tells us the particle 

species – it provides ‘hadron identification’.
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LHCb – a forward spectrometer 

for flavour physics
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Array of RICH photodetectors

Assembling RICH 2;  

note the mirrorsMomentum [GeV/c]
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Two ‘RICH’ detectors detect Cherenkov radiation.

the angle at which this is emitted tells us the particle 

species – it provides ‘hadron identification’.



LHCb – a forward spectrometer 

for flavour physics

41

A 4Tm dipole, and the tracking detectors 

reconstruct the trajectory of charged particles, 

and allows their momentum to be determined.

Dipole magnet

Reconstructed tracks



LHCb – a forward spectrometer 

for flavour physics

42

The calorimeter system (ECAL & HCAL)

reconstructs the energy of photons,

electrons and hadrons. The muon 

system (M1-M5) identifies muons.

Part of calorimeter system (preshower)

These detectors are particularly important

for the role they play in the LHCb trigger



Not all collisions are equally interesting

43

Core business of LHCb is flavour physics, and here we can be selective

So we only save to disk the potentially interesting collisions – task of the trigger.

Collision rate 40 MHz
(currently a little less, 

but this sets the ballpark)

b(c)-hadrons produced 

about once every 

~150(~10) pp collisions

And most b/c-hadrons

decays don’t interest us.

The ones that do, occur

every 10-3 -10-10 of time.

Bs→μμ

occurs every 

4 x 10-9

Bs decays
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Triggering on charm and beauty

44

There exist characteristics of increasing complexity than can be searched for to 

determine if the collision is of interest and should be preserved for offline analysis.

μ+

μ-

K+

p p

~ 1 cm

Interaction point

or ‘primary vertex’

(many other particles 

produced, not shown)

high pT

B+

1. Look for high transverse energy 

(ET) or momentum (pT) in 

calorimeters or muon system 

from decay products.

That’s because the b-hadron is

relatively heavy and so gives a

significant ‘kick’ when it decays.
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Triggering on charm and beauty

45

There exist characteristics of increasing complexity than can be searched for to 

determine if the collision is of interest and should be preserved for offline analysis.

μ+

μ-

K+

p p

~ 1 cm

Interaction point

or ‘primary vertex’

(many other particles 

produced, not shown)

finite

impact

parameter

B+

1. Look for high transverse energy 

(ET) or momentum (pT) in 

calorimeters or muon system 

from decay products.

2. Look for tracks with significant

‘impact parameter’ with respect

to primary vertex.
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Triggering on charm and beauty

46

There exist characteristics of increasing complexity than can be searched for to 

determine if the collision is of interest and should be preserved for offline analysis.

μ+

μ-

K+

p p

B+

~ 1 cm

Interaction point

or ‘primary vertex’

(many other particles 

produced, not shown)

b-hadron decay, or 

‘secondary vertex’

1. Look for high transverse energy 

(ET) or momentum (pT) in 

calorimeters or muon system 

from decay products.

2. Look for tracks with significant

‘impact parameter’ with respect

to primary vertex.

3. Reconstruct secondary vertex and 

full b/c-hadron decay products.

Each successive step provides improved discrimination, 

but requires more information and time to execute.
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The LHCb trigger

47

run-2

Key point 

Trigger is fully optimised

for flavour physics,

with (almost) all bandwidth

devoted to b and c decays.

This means that lower 

thresholds can be set than

in other experiments, and

very large samples collected.
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LHCb collected ~9 fb-1 of data throughout runs 1 and 2 of the LHC.

(This corresponds to ~2 x 1013 c anti-c pairs being produced within LHCb.)

Main result I shall show today derives from this full data set.

LHCb – the story so far

7/11/19
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Run 1

Run 2

(typical operational luminosity

in run 2 = 4 x 1032 cm-2 s-1)



The singular history of 

charm physics: from fame 

to neglect and back again 
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Charm – a glorious history

Its existence was predicted to 

explain the suppression of KL→μμ

This ‘GIM mechanism’ is central 

to the flavour structure of the SM.

Charm played a key role in the foundation of the Standard Model of particle physics. 
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] The discovery of the J/ψ,  in 1974,

brought immediate acceptance 

of the existence of quarks.
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But since then charm has largely fallen out of favour. 

“I know she invented fire, but what has she done recently?”  [I. Bigi, arXiv:0808.1773]

50

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.2.1285
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.33.1406
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.33.1404
https://arxiv.org/abs/0808.1773


Charm – the years of neglect

51

In flavour studies, charm has certain disadvantages compared to strange & beauty:

Due to these reasons, and due to ~30 years of experiment confirming 1 & 2, charm 

became the ‘Cinderella’ of flavour studies, being eclipsed by her step-sisters. 

1. Neutral meson mixing effects (see later) expected to be very small;

2. CPV effects also expected to be very small;

3. Theoretical predictions somewhat imprecise, because of hadronic

effects, which are resistant to techniques developed for handling

the ‘light’ kaon system and the ‘heavy’ beauty system.

Charm studies



Charm – the years of neglect
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In flavour studies, charm has certain disadvantages compared to strange & beauty:

Due to these reasons, and due to ~30 years of experiment confirming 1 & 2, charm 

became the ‘Cinderella’ of flavour studies, being eclipsed by her step-sisters. 

1. Neutral meson mixing effects (see later) expected to be very small;

2. CPV effects also expected to be very small;

3. Theoretical predictions somewhat imprecise, because of hadronic

effects, which are resistant to techniques developed for handling

the ‘light’ kaon system and the ‘heavy’ beauty system.

Yet, this neglect was always unjustified:

And indeed, early this century, charm’s fairy-godmother moment arrived.

• Points 1 & 2 can be seen positively, as very small expectations 

in the Standard Model provides a low ‘background’ above which

larger New Physics effects may manifest themselves.

• In contrast to strange and beauty, charm is an up-type quark, 

which gives it unique access to potential New Physics effects.
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Neutral meson mixing

On-shell,

long-range

(common 

intermediate 

states)

Virtual,

short-range

(box diagrams)

[CPLEAR, PLB 444 (1998) 38] [LHCb, EPJC 76 (2016) 412] [LHCb, EPJC 79 (2019) 706]

Slow for K0 mesons …        quicker for B0 mesons…     even quicker for B0
s mesons.

Of great interest, because box diagrams are sensitive to possible New Physics

effects, modifying the oscillation frequency, and also because the process 

provides several ways for CP violation to manifest itself (‘indirect CPV’).

Flavour oscillations, or mixing, are an important phenomenon in neutral meson 

physics, and for have been established for many years in K0, B0 and B0
s systems.

Caused by either:                                   or:

http://weblib.cern.ch/search?f=reportnumber&p=CERN-EP-98-152
https://arxiv.org/abs/1604.03475
https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.08356


Charm mixing with ‘wrong-sign’ D0→K+π-

As charm mixing is small, look for mixing-decay interference effects that are linear in 

the amplitude, rather than pure mixing effects that are quadratic. Compare time-dep.

rate of suppressed D0→K+π- ‘wrong sign’ decay with favoured D0→K-π+ ‘right sign’.

D0

D0

K+π -

Mixing

amplitude

Doubly Cabibbo-

suppressed (DCS)

amplitude 

Cabibbo-favoured (CF) amplitude 2

x’ and y’ are 

mixing parameters…

…these small, so mixing 

signature is a linear, 

not oscillatory effect.

DCS amp

CF amp
~ 1/ 300

2

Mixing–decay

interference
Mixing

Decay-time

dependent

rate
≈

Normalise by 

right-sign decay rate: 

54Nothing seen in this analysis (or others) for many, many years.
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First evidence from the B-factories !
B factories produced enormous amounts of charm as well as beauty hadrons.

As data accumulated at the B-factories, a non-zero mixing signal began to emerge. 

BaBar: 4k WS Kπ signal 

decays with 384 fb-1. 

Residuals between 

data and no-mixing fit.

Proper-time distribution. [B
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https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0703020


Rise of the hadron machines
First observation of signal in single measurement required statistical muscle of 

hadron machines. In 2013 LHCb & CDF published first  (>)>5σ measurements. 

LHCb sample is a just small fraction of Run 1, but is order of magnitude larger 

than that of BaBar.   These measurements also benefit from better time resolution.
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36k WS

signal

33k WS

signal

1 fb-1

9.6 fb-1

6.1σ away from 

no-mixing hyp.

9.1σ away from 

no-mixing hyp.

56

This is the

WS/RS ratio 

vs. proper time.

Linear slope

comes from

mixing-decay

interference.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1211.1230
https://arxiv.org/abs/1309.4078
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Search for CPV in charm-mixing effects

Emboldened by this discovery, physicists fell in love with charm once again. Precise 

searches initiated for CPV in mixing-related phenomenon (‘indirect  CPV’).  e.g. 

perform WS/RS analysis for D0 & D0bar separately with Run 1 & early Run 2 data.

Study ratio 

of WS 

(i.e. D0→K+π-)…

…to RS 

(i.e. D0→K-π+),

vs. proper

decay time

For D0…

…and 

D0bar…

…and 

difference

of both.

Difference flat → no sign of indirect CPV (yet).

But charm again an exciting field of study !

[PRD 97 (2018) 031101]

~180M

RS signal

~720k

WS signal

7/11/19

https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.03220
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Searches for direct CPV in charm
Recall that to be sensitive to CPV we need (at least) two interfering diagrams,

so we should pick a decays where leading tree diagram is not overwhelmingly 

dominant → singly Cabibbo-suppressed (SCS) decays, e.g. D0→K+K-, D0→π+π-. 

We measure an asymmetry

The meson is neutral, but we are interested in so-called ‘direct’ CPV, so measure 

the asymmetry integrated over all decay times (still, possible residual ‘indirect’ 

CPV coming from mixing effects must be accounted for in interpretation).  

s

s

D0 K-

K+

s

s
D0

K-

K+

Leading order ‘tree’ amplitude,

but with suppressed vertex
Suppressed ‘loop’ 

amplitude
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CPV measurements – practical considerations

At the LHC can exploit two production modes, prompt (i.e. from primary interaction /

vertex (PV) ), or secondary (from B decay).  Prompt is more abundant.

Furthermore, in prompt case, choose to reconstruct D*+ →D0πS
+ decays, as the

charge of the ‘slow pion’ tags flavour (D0 or D0bar) - needed to construct ACP. 

In secondary case the tag comes from charge of muon in a semileptonic B decay.

Prompt                                           Secondary
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When probing a sub-% ACP, one must worry about sources of fake asymmetry 

that will contribute to raw value.  So for D* tagged events* & final state f:

what we

are after

detection

asymmetry

for final state

must be zero for

decays of D0 into

two pseudoscalars !

detection

asymmetry

for slow pion

production asymmetry:

there can be different

numbers of D*+ and D*-

produced in acceptance

• Analogous expression 

for semileptonic tags
The discovery of  CPV in charm                    
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When probing a sub-% ACP, one must worry about sources of fake asymmetry 

that will contribute to raw value.  So for D* tagged events* & final state f:

what we

are after

detection

asymmetry

for slow pion

production asymmetry:

there can be different

numbers of D*+ and D*-

produced in acceptance
Consider Araw for two final states: K+K- and π+π-:

So measure ΔACP , the difference between the two raw asymmetries:

• ACP is not expected to be the same, as direct CP violation is final-state

specific  (indeed the naïve expectation if hadronic physics works just

the same for both is that ACP(KK) = - ACP(ππ) );

• But AD(πS) & AP(D*+) is independent of final state, in given phase space region.
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Event selection


[Comput. Phys. Commun. 208 (2016) 35]
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For specific regions of phase space, 

the tagging pion or muon of a specific 

charge is kicked out from the detector 

acceptance by the magnetic field.

In such regions very large values 

of the raw asymmetries are found 

→ remove kinematic regions where the raw asymmetry is large.
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Kinematic re-weighting
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pT(D*) p(D*) φ(D*)

7/11/19
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In the π-tagged analysis fit the
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In the μ-tagged analysis fit the



Systematic uncertainties
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π-tagged dominated by:



Systematic uncertainties
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Most systematic uncertainties are assigned from

data studies, and in all cases are <(<) statistical.
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π-tagged dominated by:





Peaking backgrounds
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Background from secondary decays
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B→D*X 



Thorough checks of how stable the result (that I have not yet told you!)

is across the data set have been performed.

For example, sample split according to data taking year & magnet polarity:

Run block
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Stability of the results

p-tagged m-tagged

No evidence seen for any dependencies.
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DACP results

Run 2 data (6 fb-1)  [PRL 122 (2019) 211803] : 
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.08726


DACP results
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Compatible with Run 1 results [JHEP 07 (2014) 041; PRL 116 (2016) 191601].  

Combination of Run 1 and Run 2 results yields:

Run 2 data (6 fb-1)  [PRL 122 (2019) 211803] : 
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1602.03160
https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.08726


DACP results
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Compatible with Run 1 results [JHEP 07 (2014) 041; PRL 116 (2016) 191601].  

Combination of Run 1 and Run 2 results yields:

Run 2 data (6 fb-1)  [PRL 122 (2019) 211803] : 
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50+ years of CP violation
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BaBar, PRL 100 (2008) 061803

Belle, preliminary [arXiv:1212.1975]

CDF, PRL 109 (2012) 111801

LHCb, PRL 122 (2019) 211803
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Experimental status

7/11/19

https://arxiv.org/abs/0709.2715
https://arxiv.org/abs/1212.1975
https://arxiv.org/abs/1207.2158
https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.08726
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Does result agree with the Standard Model ?

Hard to say.  Hadronic effects mean that calculations are very difficult in 

the charm system.  Most theorists had expected a lower value.

But few would say that observed value is impossible within the SM  (e.g.

QCD sum rules work well in B physics, but could break down for charm).

e.g. prediction using QCD sum rules

• A. Khodjamirian and A. Petrov  [Phys. Lett. B774 (2017) 235]

• |DACP| ≤ (2.0 ± 0.3) x 10−4

• Prediction smaller than the measured value by a factor of 7!

Far too early to be invoking non-SM explanations, however:  

• Light Z′:  M. Chala, A. Lenz, A. V. Rusov & J. Scholtz [JHEP 1907 (2019) 161]

• Various scenarios with heavy new particles: A. Dery & Y. Nir [arXiv:1909.11242]

Best hope of progress is experimental:

• Individual measurements of ACP(KK) and ACP(ππ);

• Make measurements in other modes where less, e.g. ACP(D+→π+π0),

or more, e.g. ACP(D0→KSKS) CPV is expected in SM;

• Intensify search for CPV in mixing-related observables.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.07780
https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.10490
https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.11242


Charm studies – the 

coming decade & beyond 
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Thorough exploitation of the existing data set
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First things first – although the full data set has been used to measure ΔACP

no other CPV studies have yet been published (either concerning charm or 

beauty) that make use of the complete sample.  Surprises are guaranteed !

Largely unexploited. 

And it is here that the 

bulk of the statistics lie,

thanks to 2x higher 

cross-section and to 

improved trigger.

Run 2,

13 TeV

Run 1, 7 & 8 TeV
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The LHC schedule – current planning

2021 2024 2027

Run 3 Run 4LS3 LS4LS2

20302019

LHCb Upgrade I

HL LHC 

Install LHCb

Upgrade I

Install HL-LHC and

ATLAS & CMS

phase-II Upgrades

Belle II
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Run 5

Install LHCb

Upgrade II

LHCb

Upgrade II

Belle III ?
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The LHC schedule – current planning

2021 2024 2027

Run 3 Run 4LS3 LS4LS2

20302019

LHCb Upgrade I

HL LHC 

Install LHCb

Upgrade I

Install HL-LHC and

ATLAS & CMS

phase-II Upgrades

Belle II
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LHCb Upgrade 1 (LS2) in a nutshell

85

Indirect search strategies for New Physics, e.g. precise measurements 

& the study of suppressed processes in the flavour sector become ever-more

attractive following the experience of Runs1 & 2 that direct signals are elusive

Our knowledge of flavour physics has advanced spectacularly thanks to LHCb.

Maintaining this rate of progress beyond Run 2 requires significant changes.

1) Full software trigger

2) Raise operational luminosity to 2 x 1033 cm-2 s-1   (5x run 2 value)

Necessitates redesign of several sub-detectors & overhaul of readout

• Allows effective operation at higher luminosity

• Improved efficiency in hadronic modes

The LHCb Upgrade

Upgrade 1 will yield charm samples > 10x those available from Run 1 & 2.

(And flexible trigger will allow for much wider range of measurements).



Run 1 & 2 detector

86



VELO: replace with

new Si-pixel detector

RICH:  new photodetectors 

and FE electronics, and modify

RICH 1 optics + mechanics 

Calo system:

replace FE electronics

and remove PS/SPD 

Muon system:

replace FE electronics 

and remove M1

Replace read-out 

boards and DAQ

OT & IT: replace with 

scintillating fibre 

(SciFi) tracker

TT: replace with 

new Si-strip detector

Full s/w trigger →

Required modifications

87



Upgrade I detector

88

Installation is occurring in LS2, 

i.e. right now!  For monthly 

progress videos look here.

http://lhcb-media.web.cern.ch/lhcb-media/
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The LHC schedule – current planning

2021 2024 2027

Run 3 Run 4LS3 LS4LS2

20302019

LHCb Upgrade I

HL LHC 

Install LHCb

Upgrade I

Install HL-LHC and

ATLAS & CMS

phase-II Upgrades

Belle II
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Belle II is a new generation

‘B-factory’ experiment

Starting operation at

KEK lab in Japan.

It builds on success of 

BaBar and Belle, the

Experiments that led

Flavour physics in 

the 2000s.

In contrast to LHC,

SuperKEKB is an

e+e- machine.

Production cross-section for charm & beauty is lower than at LHC, but analysis 

environment cleaner, so many complementary measurements are foreseen. 

90

Belle II (experiment) & 

SuperKEKB (accelerator)
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SuperKEKB
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SuperKEKB goals:  luminosity of 8 x 1035 cm-2s-1 and 50 ab-1 by 2027

An ambitious 40-fold increase in luminosity on KEKB, to be achieved

by squeezing the beams by ~1/20 and doubling the currents.
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SuperKEKB and Belle II roadmap
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The LHC schedule – current planning

2021 2024 2027

Run 3 Run 4LS3 LS4LS2

20302019

LHCb Upgrade I

HL LHC 

Install LHCb

Upgrade I

Install HL-LHC and

ATLAS & CMS

phase-II Upgrades

Belle II
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Belle III ?
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[CERN-LHCC-2018-027,

also arXiv:1808.08865]

[CERN-LHCC-2017-003]

Begin after LS4 (2030). Operate at up to 2 x 1034 cm-2s-1 & collect (at least) 300 fb-1.

Expression of interest Full physics case 

[CERN-ACC-

NOTE-2018-038]

“a range of potential

solutions for operating

LHCb Upgrade II at a 

luminosity of up to 

2 x 1034 cm-2s-1 and

permitting the collection 

of 300 fb-1 or more at IP8 

during the envisaged 

lifetime of the LHC”

In parallel, many studies

from the machine side,

summarised in a report 

which identifies

The discovery of  CPV in charm                    
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LHCb Upgrade II – the ultimate LHC flavour experiment

http://cds.cern.ch/record/2636441/?ln=en
https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.08865
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2244311/?ln=en
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2319258?ln=en
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2319258?ln=en
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[CERN-LHCC-2018-027,

also arXiv:1808.08865]

[CERN-LHCC-2017-003]

Begin after LS4 (2030). Operate at up to 2 x 1034 cm-2s-1 & collect (at least) 300 fb-1.

[CERN-ACC-

NOTE-2018-038]

“a range of potential

solutions for operating

LHCb Upgrade II at a 

luminosity of up to 

2 x 1034 cm-2s-1 and

permitting the collection 

of 300 fb-1 or more at IP8 

during the envisaged 

lifetime of the LHC”

In parallel, many studies

from the machine side,

summarised in a report 

which identifies
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LHCb Upgrade II – the ultimate LHC flavour experiment

Expression of interest Full physics case 

http://cds.cern.ch/record/2636441/?ln=en
https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.08865
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2244311/?ln=en
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2319258?ln=en
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2319258?ln=en
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LHCb Upgrade II – the ultimate LHC flavour experiment
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Upgrade II will allow for an order-of-magnitude improvement in precision

in current benchmark analyses, such as ΔACP [arXiv:1808.08865].

New measurements will become

accessible. Exquisite precision 

will be attainable in searches 

(and studies) of indirect CPV 

(i.e. mixing related, characterised 

by φ and |q/p| parameters).

Charm physics potential of LHCb Upgrade II

https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.08865


Conclusions
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Quark-flavour studies probe many of the least understood questions of the 

Standard Model, and are intrinsically sensitive to New Physics effects beyond

For many years charm physics had been a neglected sub-topic in this field, 

with all attention being paid to studies with beauty and strange hadrons.

The recent discoveries of mixing, and now CP violation, in charm have changed 

the narrative.   Charm physics now is a vibrant discipline, which complements 

well the capabilities of her sisters.  Much to look forward to in the years ahead.

Cinderella has truly come to the ball !
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Qualitatively: yes!

The Standard Model in principle contains all the necessary ingredients.

And so it is possible to derive the ratio of the number of baryons to that of 

photons in the universe  (related to the baryon-antibaryon asymmetry).

where J≈3×10-5 is the Jarlskog invariant [PRL 55 (1985) 1039] quantifying the 

size of violation in the Standard Model and M≈100 GeV is the electroweak 

scale at which the baryon asymmetry freezes out.

Can we explain the baryon-antibaryon 

asymmetry by known physics?

100
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Quantitatively: no!

The previous equation gives h ≈ 10-19, whereas using Planck experimental 

data on cosmic microwave background one gets

This is off by 10 orders of magnitude!

CP violation in the Standard Model is too small.

This is a strong indication that new sources of CP violation must exist in 

some beyond-the-SM physics, e.g. heavier yet-unknown particles abundantly 

present in the early universe whose decays violate CP very severely. 
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Can we explain the baryon-antibaryon 

asymmetry by known physics?
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The data challenge
LHC operates at 40 MHz and 

does so for ~15% of year
LHCb raw event 

size ~100 kBytes

~ 15000

PetaBytes /yr

(raw data alone)

~ 15000 PetaBytes/year is less 

than dealt with by search engines, 

but still considerably more than 

e.g. Facebook  (~ 180 PB/year).

’

Data      LHCb ~15000 PB.yr 

rate       Facebook ~180 PB / yr

LHCbFacebook
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The data challenge
LHC operates at 40 MHz and 

does so for ~15% of year
LHCb raw event 

size ~100 kBytes

~ 15000

PetaBytes /yr

(raw data alone)

~ 15000 PetaBytes/year is less 

than dealt with by search engines, 

but still considerably more than 

e.g. Facebook  (~ 180 PB/year).

Public science has less money to

spend on computing than Facebook.

Storage costs money.  Better to 

process as much as possible in ‘real time’.

Data      LHCb ~15000 PB.yr 

rate       Facebook ~180 PB / yr

Computing     LHCb ~10M$ / yr

budget           Facebook ~600 M$ /yr

LHCbFacebook
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Where are we now with charm mixing ?
yD is now reasonably well known, but xD less so.  In fact there is still only ~3 σ

evidence that xD is non zero.  Important to improve our knowledge of xD, as size 

of mixing parameters modulated size of any indirect CPV observable. 

Adding recent Run 1 D→KSππ result

from LHCb [PRL 122 (2019) 231802] .

https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.03074
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Search for indirect CPV in charm with Run 2 data

LHCb samples have grown rapidly, and now allow for high sensitivity searches for

mixing-induced CPV,  e.g. take WS Kπ analysis used for mixing discovery, now

updated with full Run 1 data & 2 fb-1 from Run 2, and study D0 & D0bar separately.

Study ratio 

of WS 

(i.e. D0→K+π-)…

…to RS 

(i.e. D0→K-π+),

vs. proper

decay time

For D0…

…and 

D0bar…

…and 

difference

of both.

Difference flat → no sign of indirect CPV (yet).[PRD 97 (2018) 031101]

~180M

RS signal

~720k

WS signal
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Significant increase in sensitivity since pre-LHC era…

…now starting to approach the region where indirect CPV could lurk !

https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.03220
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Dawn of a new era: observation 

of (direct) CPV in charm 
ΔACP measurement, published earlier this year by LHCb, harnesses full 

statistical might of experiment, being first to use full Run 2 data set.

Dull plots, because

effect is tiny, and

almost impossible

to visualise
44 million

D→K+K-

13 million

D→π+π-

Using indirect CPV 

constraints in these 

channels can deduce

i.e. direct CPV

saturates result

[PRL 122 (2019) 211803]

Method is intrinsically robust: e.g. syst. uncertainty on prompt analysis is < 10-4.
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.08726

